Marc was very cautious taking us on at first unaware of how huge the
market potential was.. After he did his research, he applied a methodical
and effective strategy which has made
us a lot more confident in SEO.

- Jon, Tigit Motorbikes

Tigit Challenges
-Poor site speed
-Limited content
-Confusing product points
-Limited On-page SEO
-Almost zero link building
-Fiverr spam links

COMMON ISSUES
Questionable SEO Agencies lured Tigit Motorbikes into
non-performing contracts holding their website
HOSTAGE!
Most agencies will sell you the world in the initial consultation.
Make you fearful and greedy and simply leave you out to dry.

Pixeo SEO Solutions
-Comprehensive SEO audit
-SIte redesign with CRO focus
-Aggressive keyword On-page
-Targeted link building
campaign

Some common issues with these agencies:

6 months Results

●

Low quality backlinks to spam farms
Failing to cultivate your customer avatar

-400% increase in keyword
reach
-1,200 new keyword rankings
-200% in organic traffic
-90% lower adwords budget

●

Content development by overseas writers which fails to

●

generate leads
Interested in fixing these issues? Want to discuss other issues that plague your
site? Click here to schedule a free consultation.
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UNDERSTAND THE CLIENT
“I’ve had to relearn many of the things I’d picked up over the years with regards
to SEO. My previous experience was with spambots and cheap links built by guys
on Fiverr who had zero investment in my success or failure,” explains Jon Tigit
about his experience before working with Marc at Pixeo.
Despite Jon’s relative lack of experience with “white hat” SEO, he was very receptive to
suggestions which seemed a bit expensive in comparison to the bare bones pricing he was
getting on fiverr and other freelance sites popular with overseas SEO services.
I did a competitor analysis and discovered that most of the competitors were driving traffic
from social media and paid ads. There was almost zero on-page SEO and link building.

This was a massive opportunity for Tigit Motorbikes!
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RESULTS
●

200% more leads for Tigit when working with Pixeoseo.com

●

Organic search has seen a massive 5 fold increase in daily traffic.

●

Saved massively in terms of adwords spend versus monthly SEO fees charged by
Pixeoseo.com

“Finding Marc was the best marketing decision we made since
opening our business online. SEO is not cheap but it’s incredibly
expensive to not be at the top of search.”
- Jon, owner of Tigitmotorbikes
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READY TO RANK

Ready to Rank at the TOP OF YOUR NICHE?
Pixeoseo can take you there with fully disclosed strategies and workflow. There is no
“secret sauce” or hidden strategy with me. What you see is what you get. Fully itemized
pricing and monthly progress reports focused on generating more revenue for your online
business.
Click here to schedule a free consultation.
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